100                     GENERAL  SPECIFICATIONS.
is not used, and if it can be made to appear on trial that both parties to the agreement really intended that the sum named should be forfeited in case of the failure therein described, and provided further this sum is not too extravagant and unreasonable, and provided the fact of failure and consequent liability be fully established, then and in that case the law will sustain the damage clause, and the injured party will be allowed to deduct it from any moneys due the contractor, or if this fund be insufficient, he may even sue the contractor and his bondsmen and recover the remainder. The following is a good example of this method of stating such a clause:
And the said party of the second part hereby further agrees that the said parties of the first part shall be and they are hereby authorized to deduct and retain out of the moneys which may be due or become due to the said party of the second part, under this agreement, as damages lor the non-rompk'tion of the work aforesaid within the tune hrreiiibi*;ore stipulated for its completion, or within .such further time* as in accordance with the provisions of this agreement .shall br \\\vt\ or allowed for such performance or completion, the sum of cine hundred dollars per day for each and every day the time employed upon said work may exceed flu* time M'pulated lor its completion, or such stipulated time as the same may be mete;tM*ilL as hereinbefore provided, which said .sum of one hundred dollars per day is hereby, in view of the difficulty of estimating snrh damages, agreed upon, fixed and determined by the parlies hereto as the liquidated damages that the parties of the first pait will suffer by reason of such default, and not bv way of penalty.
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III. An agreement that the, engineer ska I! a seer fain and make an estimate of the actual damages sustained by a failure to complete the work within the time .specified (or for other specific breach), and naming some or all of the items to he included in such estimate. In this case no effort is made in advance to determine what the actual damages are, and the agreement simply consists in making the engineer an arbitrator to act for both the parties, in determining the amount of the damage as a question of fact. This is probably the strongest

